Community action for sustainability

The gift of climate and ecological emergency is that we all get to work together. Ordinary citizens and community groups naturally share what they learn, and what they know of what helps. Everyone can help, everyone has something to offer, everyone is welcome. We all need to design, make and grow a better future for ourselves, our communities and our world. Together we CAN. Yes we CAN.

News and comment

- Australia ranked last of 60 countries for policy response to climate crisis, Nov 9 [1]
- Carbon emissions show rapid rebound after Covid dip, Nov 4 [2] ...Climate news 2021
- Dutch Cycling Embassy signs onto open letter calling on governments at COP26 to boost cycling investments. Nov 2 [3] “There is no conceivable way for governments to reduce CO₂ emissions quickly enough to avoid the worst of the climate crisis without significantly more cycling. The devastating effects of accelerating global warming should be clear to everyone, and boosting cycling levels is the best way to quickly cut carbon emissions from transport on a massive scale.” Jill Warren, CEO of the European Cyclists’ Federation ...Cycling news
- COP26: World leaders promise to end deforestation by 2030, Nov 2 [4] ...Trees, woodland and forest news
- Costa Rica wins £1m from William's Earthshot prize, Oct 18 [5]

Copenhagen community action

Coming up

| Nov | 13 | World Kindness Day, 2021, Sat |
| Nov | 16 | International Day for Tolerance, 2021, Tue |
| Nov | 16 | International Men's Day, 2021, Tue |
Get involved

Browse our topic, resource, news, event or local articles, then add in & Share your knowledge and information. Help us grow CASwiki. The more people share, the more our knowledge commons is enriched . . .

Improve articles by clicking "edit" at top of the page or section. Our philosophy is: Be Bold and contribute! Any questions? Please ask via our talk page
Please help out on CASwiki.

New articles

Wetlands - Ecological restoration - Resources for community involvement - Ecosystem restoration - Food activism resources
Latest news articles: Ireland news - Netherlands news - US climate news - Sweden news - Community resources news
Latest local articles: Climate action Turkey - Ecological restoration Mexico - Ecological restoration India - Ecological restoration Europe - Ecological restoration Australia
CASwiki topics

- Community action on biodiversity, News
- Environment quality activism, News
- Open spaces activism
- Trees, woodland and forest, News
- Wetlands
- Coastal community activism
- Rural sustainability
- Arts, sport and culture
- Communities online
- Community and voluntary action
- Community currencies activism
- Community energy, News
- Community safety
- Cycling activism, News
- Education for sustainability
- Ethical consumerism, News

- Food activism, News
  - Food activism resources
  - Young and beginning farmers
- Health and wellbeing
- Localism
- Reduce, reuse, repair and recycle
- Road safety
- Sharing, News
  - Mini library
- Social inclusion
- Sustainable livelihood, News
- Sustainable transport activism, News
- Towards sustainable economies, News
- Urban sustainability, News
Community action resources

- Networks - News
- Visions
- Commons - News

Community resources - News
- Apps for sustainability
- Citizens data initiative
- Community research
- Inspiring quotes
- International sustainable community events
- Free stuff
- Funding community action
- Legal resources
- Maps for community action
- Video for community action

Near you


Latin America and the Caribbean... Bogotá - Porto Alegre - Rio de Janeiro - São Paulo / Argentina - Bolivia - Brazil, News - Chile - Colombia - Ecuador - Paraguay - Peru - Barbados - Belize - Costa Rica - Cuba - El Salvador - Guatemala - Haiti - Mexico, News - Nicaragua - Panama - Trinidad - Tobago

Asia... Mumbai - Jakarta / Armenia - Bangladesh, News - Bhutan - Cambodia - China, News - India, News - Indonesia, News - Israel - Japan - Jordan - Laos - Lebanon - Malaysia - Mongolia - Nepal - Pakistan - Philippines - Singapore - South Korea, News - Sri Lanka - Taiwan - Thailand - Turkey - Vietnam - Yemen / Andhra Pradesh - Kerala - Tamil Nadu

Community action for sustainability, or CASwiki, is information and knowledge sharing, but with a focus on what might be useful to community groups and active citizens. You can help. What can we do to make our communities more sustainable and in support of environmental, social and economic wellbeing?

"Only We CAN imagine and build the future that works for us all." [6]

Why grow CASwiki?

CASwiki aims to help link up community and citizen action for sustainability worldwide. Concerned citizens or community action groups of all kinds shouldn't need to feel alone or disconnected.

Knowledge sharing can help! It can help with finding contacts, making connections and networking. As well as information about places, CASwiki shares information and knowledge about many Community action for sustainability topics and Resources to help action.

Citizens should be able to influence decisions which affect the places and communities in which they live, work and visit. "... it was notable that the idea that having ‘agency’ (a sense of control over what happens in your local area), is a significant factor in people’s sense of wellbeing." [2]
Community action for sustainability - Sustainable Africa - Sustainable Latin America - Sustainable Asia and Oceania - Sustainable Europe - Sustainable North America
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